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About This Game

Armored Train is a unique, procedurally generated adventure in the post-apocalyptic world. Under your control will be an old
armored train and several crew members, but by your efforts, everything can be changed. Get equipment by killing enemies and
performing various tasks. Your main goal is to get to the last functioning bunker, but how do you accomplish this task depends

only on you! Each meeting with the enemy is unique, each event is unique. Because of this, each passing game will be
unforgettable. Immerse yourself in this gloomy and cruel world and learn all its secrets.

 Features:

 Procedural generation in absolutely everything.

 Freedom of choice. You are free to do whatever you want.
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 Colossal replayability - each passage is unique.

 About 100 unique text assignments.

 Strategic component of the game. The presence of tactical pause and a variety of different abilities that can be
successfully combined.

 The system of karma. The ability to play as a good hero and bad hero to.

 The high difficulty of the game is due to the advanced combat system, which does not forgive mistakes.
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Title: Armored Train
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
NORSKA
Publisher:
NORSKA
Release Date: 12 Sep, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP,7,8,10

Processor: Any

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Any

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

English,Russian
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Very nice game!
I had the feeling i was playing a game on an old console,
You can use different weapons, upgrade skills,
some enemies they respawn but you and your guns are going to love every enemy on your path just for the chance to shoot
gg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=haKbOiLVYm0. My thumbs-down isn't because I didn't like the game. It gave me what it
promised and that's good enough. It's an average VN.

I err on the side of not recommending it because aside from the central conceit, the storyline is uninteresting. I was hoping for
more unique integration of the fact that your girlfriend is a grasshopper into the storyline, but aside from a few (admittedly
brilliant) CGs this wasn't the case. (Seriously tho, those CGs. 10/10.)

Maybe the joke is that aside from the fact that your girlfriend is a grasshopper, your little sister is a bat, your best friend is
an...uh...and your teacher is a !#;_-? everything is completely normal, but it fell flat for me. If you're looking for a more
thoroughly weird story, I'd recommend Hateful Boyfriend, but if you're really into grasshopper girls...
Well, those CGs. Definitely worth a look on sale.

Final score: 5/10
Actual read time (without idling): probably an hour or less.. Awesome song to laugh and play at the same time.. This is one of
the easiest recommendations I'll have to give. Alien Robot Monsters (ARM) is a really addictive tower defence game.

The goal of each mission is simple. Your base is invaded by swarms of enemy robots and you must fend them off by
strategically placing various military towers and tech buildings in the area. The enemies come in a variety of shapes and sizes, as
you'd expect from any tower defence game, each having their own strengths and weaknesses. Likewise, each of your buildings is
made to deal with a certain enemy type better than with others. Getting overrun by hordes of weak enemies? Get yourself some
mortar towers. Having trouble with armoured tanks? Build an orbital laser. And so on.

After completing each mission, you get a rating out of 3 stars. If none of the enemies got through your defences, you get full 3
stars. If some went through, you get 1 or 2 stars. If too many get through, you lose the mission. The stars are not just there for
you to feel proud, either. They're used as skill points to purchase upgrades to your buildings. Hence there's a lot of incentive to
do well on each mission and even a chance to replay the harder missions later in order to get a better rating on those.

Normally there's no way of knowing what sort of enemies to expect in each mission, so the latter missions often require a bit of
trial and error and can be quite hard. Regardless, I'm having a blast with the game. Fun gameplay and a great presentation. What
more could you want?

If you've ever remotely enjoyed any tower defence games, give this one a try. It's really cheap and affordable despite its high
quality.. Graphics freeze constantly on my machine. Game continues working but nothing changes on screen so it's unplayable.
Got an hour and a bit on my initial playing of the game and no more then 10 minute stretches after that.
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Disregard my playtime, because I read the android version of "The Academy for Future Villains" and bought it on Steam only to
leave a review and to support the author. In actual fact, it is certainly more than 10 hours already, and I am currently on my third
playthrough. Why does it take so long to complete it? Not only because it has a very substantial story, but also for the reason that
I read almost everything, even on my subsequent playthroughs. Yes, even the text I've seen trice already. I don't usually reread
novels, interactive or regular ones, - at least, not unless a sufficient amount of time has passed. However, "The Academy" is too
much of a joy to read. Even on my third playthrough, I still keep noticing and appreciating small things that eluded my attention
during the first and the second ones. Some scenes and interactions that I didn't consider to be something special and didn't pay a
lot of attention to back then \u2013 now acquire special meaning (like the first encounter with Aurion, when he still is in the
queue, but already has some problem with the Academy's staff; I might be wrong, and my supposition was never confirmed nor
disproved within the novel itself, at least as far as I've seen... but I think that this hassle is one of the hints at Aurion's real origin
\u2013 that, in his narrative, he was meant to be a protagonist. His bio matches the profile of a traditional fantasy hero perfectly:
born in a small town in a middle of nowhere, coming from a fortuneless family... having a very, extremely ordinary appearance.
If his designated role in the narrative really was the role of protagonist, then the scene at the beginning of the novel makes
perfect sense. To make a face-heel turn is not forbidden per se, so Aurion was told that he has nothing to be afraid of, if he
really is a person he described himself as in his application. However, there could always be a possibility that he was a mole,
who just pretended to turn to the dark side and who planned to undermine the studying process from the inside. So, it would
explain the need of additional verification).

Speaking about the characters, every interaction with them (or their interactions with each other) is a damn TREASURE. I saw
the reviews, in which people said that the characters are cliched and one-dimensional. I think, these people kinda... missed the
whole point. "The Academy" is a very meta story, the story about a narrative itself; here, the most common tropes of traditional
(and not-so-traditional) narrative are evoked. Sometimes they played straight, sometimes they are subverted, or inverted, or
deconstructed. Sometimes they are used ironically, sometimes \u2013 not so; however, what I want to say, they are played with,
and it is a very significant part of what makes this novel so good. Every character here is based on one or two fundamental tropes,
but always \u2013 with an extremely clever twist. Or two. Or three. They break out of their designated roles in their unique
fashions, and \u2013 ohgod, it is just so, so thrilling and amusing to observe them doing their things, reacting, being themselves. I
am very, very NOT indifferent about every one of them, although still have my favourites. sdfksledf AURION. His interactions
with Xi are precious, his interaction with Phil are precious, his interactions with MC are precious, and his interactions with THE
WORLD IN WHOLE are so precious it hurts. I don't even know, whether I should laugh or cry half of the time, when he appears in
the story; to think about it, his situation is kinda tragic. And when he fails at something, it is always both painful and hilarious. The
way he respects the ones who were evil to him and made his life a bit (or a lot) more awful, because by doing so they embody the
ideals Aurion believes in, is very amusing and fascinating, and, well, fun to watch. But it also pains to watch him fail, because he
deserves to succeed and to get what he wants more than anyone. He worked so, so hard towards it, and he was damn smart about
it. Such determination, drive, intelligence and capability should be rewarded! With something good. However, unfortunately, he has
a fundamental aversion to "good". And he would also hate to be viewed as sympathetic. :D
Not to mention the fact that, working so much on being evil, more than anyone in the Academy, apparently (may be, even more
than anyone in the history of the Academy), - he still doesn't really succeeds in it. He talks so much about bringing pain and
destruction, being treacherous and cruel, but achieves his exceptional grades almost entirely through honest studying, and,
apparently, is not even capable of a proper betrayal. He had every opportunity for backstabbing, but preferred to announce his
intentions, even if that meant putting himself at disadvantage. It looks to me like he couldn't escape his protagonist origin, no matter
how hard he tried. What an unfortunate fellow. T__T xD

But enough about that, or I'm going to bump into the word-limit. I just want to highlight again: for me, it is a very special CoG, and
I consider it a work of pure brilliance. Clever, inventive, witty, genre-bending, giving the player vast opportunities for role-playing,
choosing sides, switching sides (if MC changed their mind for some reason). There is a lot to uncover in the story: to learn more
about its characters, to learn more about the MC themselves, to learn more about the conflict between their mother and professor
Cerebrist, to be entangled deeper in the war within the Academy, to determine what it means to be a villain... At all times, I felt
engrossed into the story, emotionally involved; I felt like the decisions of the MC were meaningful and consequential, and were to
be taken seriously \u2013 but still there always were enough freedom to choose how to proceed in the way I thought viable and in-
character, and not everything was about the MC and revolved around them. The world of this novel is alive, and the characters
would take their actions, even when there is no MC to see them and to influence them; however, the MC plays a very satisfying part
in everything that happens and has their means to influence the course of events and the actions of other characters \u2013 within
the boundaries dictated by their personalities, of course. In both of my complete playthroughs, I also felt that my characters
changed during the course of events. Not because I failed to make the choices that the people with their personalities would make,
but because the experience of living through the events and interacting with other characters influenced them and changed their
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worldview and behaviour. And this is the best possible journey through the story. It feels substantial, significant and satisfying. I
loved the experience.

10\/10, and the title of one of the two most favourite CoGs and HGs of all time (and I played more than a half of the whole
existing bunch).. loved the first one. and this one really is even better. the art is beautiful, the concept is great and many handling
improvements. looking forward to playing more.. Waste of time. Junk. Just play Heros & Generals..
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=813195380. Extremely boring and its too long. At first I didn't think much
of it, but it's not a bad game. There's plenty of units to go around and I like the environments too, (Of the first 3 campaigns, the
game and the DLC are overpriced. I got them on the Humble Bundle) before every mission you get some base units, you have extra
points which you can use to get additional units, like more of a specific type of tank or infantryman, like the AT infantry who are
good at taking care of tanks, the regular infantrymen who take care of enemy infantry for you, I don't think the germans are
playable with the base game (Other than in skirmish?) but with DLC they might be. If you're gonna buy any DLC you might as well
but it all for 20 euro rather than buy them all singularily for 70 or so. That's a straight rip-off. The base game offers some
challenging missions, and offers the battle of Normandy, Africa and the Ardennes. All from the side of the Allies.

Overall it's a good turn-based game which is sadly overpriced. I don't know what I'll do when I finish the main game's campaign
but I'm thinking of buying the DLC for 20 euro.

Update 1.06:
Hi Everyone,

We would like to say thank you for your patience, and are sorry for any inconvenience.

We have just released a small, yet important patch that should solve many, many issues.

Please find patch notes below:

 Fixed saving issue where some puzzles where progress was not saving

 Fixed loading issue where progress was not loaded

 Fixed issue where a mechanical slot was not displayed on the wall after loading game

 Fixed a rare issue where piano did not load after it move.

 Fixed a rare issue where the laundry room would not load and you would fall through the floor

 Fixed the in game menu options for resolution and texture detail options, so they now work

 Fixed issue where texture detail option was not changed when apply button clicked

 Fixed small hole in ceiling of closet bedroom

 Fixed a rare bug that did not unlock attic safe

 General improvement to optimisation (more to follow)

Depending on what bug you got, or what puzzle you made it to, you may require a new save. Sorry…

As always, if you have any issues, please report them in the discussion thread, and we can get to eradicate any bugs ;)

N.B. This patch is only for release. If you were one of or beta persons, please email amy@deceptive-games.com for a new key
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Thanks

Deceptive Games. Macbook Issue:
Hi Everyone,

We have had a small number of reports stating that macbook pro users are having diffiuclty. We are currently investigating the
issue as well as others, and will get back to you with further information.

We hope to resolve this issue as soon as we possibley can.

Thanks

Deceptive Games. Update 1.09 Released:
Hi Everyone,

We have just released a small patch regarding a few issues. Please find update 1.09 change list below:

 Optimization improvments.

 Solved bug where loading a saved game would replace all in game objects

 solved a bug where breaking the basement planks resulted in the living room unlocking

 Fixed issue where you could interact with Red Book through wall in garage.

 Fixed a bug where using a lever on the stained glass puzzle would play success music.

 Fixed issue where selecting invert on main settings menu option would not carry through to main game.

 Main Menu version changed to reflect current game version.

As always, any issues, please report them in the bug thread.

More to follow

Thanks

Deceptive Games. Update 1.15:
Hi everyone,

We hope to address some key issues in this update. Please find change list below:

 Fixed an issue where upon loading, the game would hang, and sometimes crash.

 A complete overhaul of the lighting system for better performance on all machines.

 Fixed a bug relating to the map puzzle where the solution was not correct.

 Fixed a rare issue where the game would freeze for 10 seconds randomly.

 Increased the length of time before Jay speaks to you over the speakers.
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As always, we encourage all persons finding an issue/bug to post it in the community threads, where we can then gather that
information to fix :)

Please close and re-open steam to acquire the latest update.

Thanks

Deceptive Games Ltd.
. Update 1.07:
Hi Everyone,

We have just released a small patch regarding a few issues. Please find patch listings below:

 Fixed an issue where invert mouse was reverting back when right mouse button was clicked.

 Fixed an issue where mouse sensitivity was reverting back when right mouse was clicked.

 Changed attic bottle hover examine text to correctly say correct item name.

 Fixed an issue where wrong music tracks where playing.

 Main Menu updated

 General optimisation improvements

More to follow

Thanks

Deceptive Games. Update 1.08:
Hi Everyone,

We have just released a small patch regarding a few issues. Please find update 1.08 change list below:

 Optimization improvments.

 Orange candle reapearing when veiwed from a distance, even after collecting it.

 Invert mouse no longer deactivates upon right mouse click.

 Mouse sensitivity no longer resets upon right mouse click.

 Fixed an issue where you can take map piece before solving stained glass puzzle.

 Added confirmation panel when clicking new game button.

 Fixed rare bug where player spins around at game start.

 The 2560x1440 has been added to resolution options.

 Main Menu version changed to reflect current game version.
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As always, any issues, please report them in the bug thread.

More to follow

Thanks

Deceptive Games. MacBook Pro Users:
We have spent a lot of time locating as many Apple Mac devices as we can find to test the game on, and from our testing, the
game appears to runs perfectly fine on Apple OS.

However, due to the graphical capabilities of Apple Mac book Pros, we recommend that you lower the settings to as low as
possible to help speed up the loading process.

We are still working on optimisations for the game, but would like to note that a lot of issues reported are due end user machine
specification capabilities.

We will continue to be in touch with more information as we receive it.

Thanks

Deceptive Games
. Update 1.2:
Hello everyone,

We have hopefully addressed the issue where some players on PC and MAC where crashing, or receiving a black screen upon
viewing the first cut-scene.

Please find full change list below:

 Fixed an issue where some players did not receive the gold, silver and bronze keys.

 Fixed an issue where the dresser drawers where not unlocking when using the gold, silver and bronze keys on them.

 Complete overhaul of Shaders on MAC systems.

 Fixed game crashing on some machines after viewing the intro cut-scene.

 Improved stability throughout.

As always, if you encounter any issues, please let us know in the community threads.

Happy gaming.

Deceptive Games
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